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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Jeff Grandgenett

N.A. Marketing Manager

Tel.: +1.850.502.6908

Jeff.Grandgenett@alexseal.com

ALEXSEAL® Introduces Premium Yacht
Cleaning Products

Soap & Sealer Products Designed to Clean & Protect Polyurethane
Topcoats

Charleston, SC & Hamburg, Germany (January 25, 2017) -  ALEXSEAL® Yacht

Coatings has announced the launch of two new premium yacht cleaning products, designed

specifically for marine use, and meeting all applicable environmental regulations. Available

in conveniently sized packages for large and small applications, ALEXSEAL Premium Wash

Down and Polymer Sealer were developed to provide additional beauty and prolonged life

to the already industry-leading gloss and durability characteristics of ALEXSEAL topcoats.

Premium Wash Down Concentrate

ALEXSEAL Premium Wash Down Concentrate is a

biodegradable washing detergent designed to clean

ALEXSEAL topcoats. It is neutral in PH; does not include

abrasives and is free rinsing which decreases drying

time. ALEXSEAL Premium Wash Down Concentrate is

formulated for the marine environment and meets all

environmental requirements for marine detergents.

Users of Premium Wash Down Concentrate will be able

to achieve a profesionally cleaned surface with minimal

environmental impact.

Premium Polymer Sealer

ALEXSEAL Premium Polymer Sealer is a non-abrasive synthetic sealer designed for

cleaning and protecting surfaces painted with polyurethane. It is formulated with UV

absorbers that will help protect the paint from exposure to the sun and improve the

coatings’ life expectancy.
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ALEXSEAL Premium Polymer Sealer will remove mild

stains and water spots from the surface and leave

behind a protective polymer coating which will help seal

the surface from harsh elements of the marine

environment. It is recommended to apply

ALEXSEAL Premium Polymer Sealer every 3 to 4

months to areas that have extreme exposure to sunlight.

Premium Polymer Sealer can be used to restore a new,

radiant shine to a topocat while eliminating weather-

related graying.

For information about ALEXSEAL® Yacht Coatings, please visit www.alexseal.com.

Additional photos available upon request.
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About ALEXSEAL® Yacht Coatings

ALEXSEAL® Yacht Coatings offers a complete system of premium paint products

comprised of the highest quality pigments, solvents, aliphatic urethane resins, ultraviolet

resistors and agents to create the most advanced marine topcoats available on the market

today. Environmentally compliant since inception and backed by professional technical and

sales support programs, an ALEXSEAL yacht represents the industry's best combination of

appearance, durability and repairability.

About Mankiewicz

Mankiewicz Gebr. & Co. was founded in 1895 as an independent subsidiary of an English

paint factory for the manufacturing of high-quality paints. Today, Mankiewicz continues to

manufacture high-quality coating systems while operating in markets across the globe. For

more information, please visit www.mankiewicz.com.
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